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1. IKTRODUCTION 
A new simple group IC of order 1100 S! was discovered in 1967 by 
D.G. Higman and C.C. Sims, represented as a rank three group of degree 
100 with subdegrees 1,22, 77, in which the stabilizer of a point is isomorphic 
with the hlathieu group ill = A&,, of order 11 .8! [5]. Using this information, 
together with the characters of M and general properties of group characters, 
we shall derive the character tables of Erl and of the automorphism groups 
:W’ of M and H’ of M. The subgroups ,V of M’ and H of H’ have index 2. 
Examination of the character table of II suggests the existence of a doubly 
transitive permutation representation of 1-I of degree 176, with point stabilizer 
G of order 252 000 containing the simple group Lr = PSU,(5) of order 
126 000 [2]. Indeed Graham Higman [6] arrived independently at the simple 
group N through this subgroup G, which contains the alternating group 
A, with index 100. 
Principal tools used in constructing the character tables include (1) the 
Frobenius induce-restrict relations between irreducible characters of a group 
and those of a subgroup, (2) the decomposition of Rronecker powers and 
products, (3) the Brauer theory of p-blocks of defect 0 or I, (4) congruence 
relations between the character values of an element and those of its powers, 
(5) orthogonality relations, and (6) the use of the square root enumeratiug 
function tt for discovering classes of elements in H or M’ but not in 111, or in 
I-I’ but not in II, whose squares are in known classes. This function is also 
useful in determining how certain pairs of characters of 11 fuse in Ii’. ‘I-he 
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mean value of &(& - 1) over a group is shown to be one less than the 
number of self inverse classes, and this is a useful check on characters. 
Only 11 of the 24 classes of I-1 are represented among the 12 classes of iI;;II, 
of which the two 7-classes fuse into the one 7-class of M. All but one of the 
remaining classes of H arc represented among the classes of G. The two 
11 -classes of Al fuse into a single 1 I -class of Al’, and the 10 ciasses of X not 
in df contain elements of orders 2, 2,4, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, :4, 14. ill1 but the 
last pair represent distinct classes of I-i’, and the remaining nine classes 
of 31’ not in 31 or d1 contain elements of orders 4, 6, 6, 8, IO, 20, 20, 
20, 30. 
Irreducible characters of M and H will be denoted by their degrees with 
subscripts vz or k, except that the letters ;, j, k or n will be used to avoid 
duplications when two or more characters have the same degree. The same 
symbols will denote irreducible characters of X’ and 1-I’ that are positive 
for tho class C,’ of involutions that are 7th powers of elements of order 14, 
whereas their products with the alternating character I,,,’ or 1,’ will be 
indicated by primes. Certain permutation characters will be indicated by 
subscripts p, and certain reducible characters by subscripts Y. 
2. ORDERS OF CENTRALIZERS IX THE M-CLASSES OF N 
Let h, of order Oh, be an element of class C, M of M contained in the class 
Ch.H of IT. Let “NS1w and “NTcH denote the orders of the centralizers (or 
normalizers) of h, in M and U, rcspectivcly. Then the value I OO,, for cl,” of 
the permutation character 100, is 
Whenever C,” contains exacti!; one C, nr -as is true for ten classes of FI,--WC , 
have “:VkH =T: 100,I.“fV..“. 
WC determine fi;st ;he degrees of the irreducible constituents of 100, . 
These are positive integers 1, rr’, 99-d such that 100(22)(77)/d(99-d) is a 
rational integral square [l]. Hence n is 22 or 77, and H has the irreducible 
characters II, , 22,, , and 77?, . We can split these uniquely in the subgroup AI, 
since the only degrees of irreducible characters of AI less than 77 are I, 21, 45, 
and 55. Thus in AT we have 
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Thus the characters 1, , 22?, , and 77?, are determined for all :lf-classes from 
the characters of M, and 100, is given for all classes of H by 
100, = I ),, If = 3( I,,,) f 2(21,,,) -t 55,, = 1 li t- 22,, + 77,, . (2.3) 
We list the eleven M-classes of II in a convenient order to display 
congruence relations. N:e denote the classes by generalized permutation 
class symbols 1”2”3C ... [4], based on the integral-valued characters of 22,, 
and 77,, Given the characters I,,, , 21,, and 55,,, of AZ and given Oh,< and 
“IV,~~, we determine 100,,C and ‘LX’;;“. 
-h,” 
1,” 21,n 55m I 11 8! 
I-1 0 I1 II 
1-l 0 II II 
I 0 -1 7, 7 7, 7 
I 1 0 5 5 
I 3 I 3 36 
I--l I 6 I2 
I 5 7 2 384 
I I 3 4 32 
I I -I 4 16 
l--l I 8 8 
1 oo,,,. 
100 
I 
2 
5 
IO 
2 
20 
8 
4 
2 
1100.8! 
II 
I1 
7 
25 
360 
24 
7680 
256 
64 
I6 
(2.4) 
Starting with the characters 22,, and 77,, which are known by (2.2) for the 
M-classes of H, we deduce others by forming Kronecker powers and products, 
splitting these in Ad, and seeing how the pieces must be combined to form 
irreducible H-characters. We also induce characters LtmH of H from irreducible 
characters d,, of M, and note by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem that if 
fn is an irreducible character of H then the restrictionfiLhf offfL to M contains 
d,,, with the same multiplicity vudf that &H containsf, . 
The matrix IV = VP’* can be computed from the characters of LV, and the 
inclusion relations between classes of M and II. Each row of W indicates the 
splitting in M of the restriction to M of an induced character d,,,“. 
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The W-matrix of scalar products of multiplicities 
3 2 0 0 IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 6 0 0 3 I3 3 IO 0 I 
0 0 2 2 0 IO I1 4 4 4 
0 0 2 2 0 10 I1 4 4 3 
13 0 0 7 4 4 3 4 I1 5 
0 1 II 4 7 4 4 5 5 5 9 
0 3 0 0 4 4 14 9 10 6 6 I3 
0 3 1 1 3 4 9 15 IO I3 I3 16 
0 1 1 1 4 5 10 10 19 II I1 21 
0 0 4 4 I 5 6 13 11 22 21 23 
0 0 4 4 I 5 6 13 11 21 22 23 
0 1 4 4 5 9 13 16 21 23 23 36 
(3.2) 
The first row of the W-matrix gives the decomposition of the induced 
character ImH in (2.3). The second and fifth show the splitting of 21wbN and 
.55,H which may be written as follows, by multiplying 21, and 55, by 100, . 
21,,,H == (221, - lj,)(lh +- 221, + 77,) = 22, x 223, - I/‘ - 77,, + 22h x 77,, 
4’ 2(1,) + 6(21,,) + 3(55,, + 154,,, + 210,,) j- 99,, + 231., + 385,, 
(3.3) 
55,,,H =; (77,, - 22,)( 1 IL + 22,& + 771‘) = 77h x 77?, - 227, x 22fi + 77, -- 22h 
“f I,, -;- 7(55,,) + 3(21,, + 210,) + 4(99, + 154, + 231,) + 5(385,) 
+2so,, + 280, (3.4) 
To split 21mH in EI we first split 22,, x 22,, - 1, into symmetric and 
alternating components, split these in M, and combine them in N. 
22r’ - 1 jL ” 1 ,,1 + 2(21J + 551,L + 1 54,,L (3.5) 
22p 2 21,>, + 210,,, . (3.6) 
Since each irreducible H-component of 21mH contains 21,, character (3.6) 
is irreducible and (3.5) splits into two components of which one is the 
component 221, or 77?, of l,,H. Degree divisibility checks rule out 22 $- 230 
and leave 77 -+ 175. Hence we have two new irreducible H-characters 
175, = 22Fl - l,L - 77, 2 21,,, + 154,,L (3.7) 
231jL = 225L”l g 21,?, + 210nl (3.8) 
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Extracting these characters and 221, and 77,L from 21,,,“, we have 
22,) x 77f, - 22k - 77,, 
-_ 21,,,” - 22,, - 771, - 175)‘ -- 231 ,L = ah + b,L 
2 2(21,,, + 55,,, $- 154,, + 210,) -I- 99, + 231,,, -j- 385,,, . (3.9) 
This splits into two characters called uiL and b, , both containing 2],, in Ilil. 
Their degree sum is n -/- b 7 1595. 
Using (3.4) we can partiaily split 55,,,” in Ii as follows: 
55,,LH - 77, J (77;;9’ - 22\?1) + (77Fl - 22r1 - 22,). (3.10) 
Since (22^ + 55,)[rel contains 22F”J, we have in Ii1 
77y1 - q? "" 21,,, + 2(55,,, + 99,,, --I- 210, + 231,,, f 385,,,) 
$ 154,,, +m 280,,, -1 280, . (3.11) 
This splits into two irreducible H-characters, each containing 55, . One of 
these is a common component of 21,,,” and 55,,,a not in l,,iH, so it is either ah 
or b, . Call it 11,~ and the other cIL ~ Combining (3.9) and (3.11) we have 
c-IL - ah z A’ -21,, ~ 154,,, + 99,,, -I- 231,,, + 280,, + 280, + 385,,, . (3.12) 
Thus the characters a, , b,! , ch split in ;II as 
a IL g 21,,,, + 55,,, -t 154,,, -1 s,. ) 
6, z 21,,, 4- 55,,, t 154,,, -t yr > 
ch G% 55,,, + 99,,, -I- 231, + 280,,, ‘- 280, $- 385,,, + x, , (3.13) 
where x +y = 1135 and 
x,. -I- yT = 2(210,) -1 99,,, + 231 7n -1 385,,, . (3.14) 
Since x is a sum of numbers 210, 210, 99, 231, 385 such that 230 -f- X, 
1365 - x, and 1330 + x are all divisors of the group order, the only possible 
solution is found to be x = 595, a == 825, b == 770, c = 1925. Thus in 
M-classes we have 
825?, = a,, -” 21,,, + 55,,, + 154,,, -1 210,,, I- 385,,, , 
770h = b,, 2 21,,, + 55,,, + 99,,, -I- 154,,, + 210,r, )- 231,,, , (3.15) 
19253, = ch g 55,, -I- 99,,, + 210,,, f 23l,,, -I- 280,,, + 280, +- 2(385,,,). 
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In all classes of H we have 
825,L + 77&, = 22,, x 17, - 22/, - 77,& , (3.16) 
1925,, -I-- 770,( = 77j;‘l - 221;*I. (3.17) 
Consider next the decomposition of the Kronecker cube of 223,. From 
(3.7) and (3.8) we obtain 
22, x 231,! = 22f;rj + 22j;“j, (3.18) 
22, x 175, = 22iL”l -I- 22j13j - 22,(1, + 77,). (3.19) 
All H-components of (3.18) are contained in 21,,LH + 210rrLH, and must 
contain either 21, or 210,, . In M we have 
22r’l 5 2(210nL + 280Tr1 + 28OJ, (3.20) 
22;:‘l - 22,( A?? 2(21,,, -f- 55,,, + 231,,,) + 3(154, + 210,,, + 385,) 
f 99, + 280,,, + 280, . (3.21) 
The former splits into two H-characters 770i and 770, which agree on M. 
They are later found to be conjugate complex characters of II which fuse 
into a single character 1540h of E-l’. 
770i 5 77oj “’ 2 lo,, + 280,,, + 280, in M-classes. (3.22) 
The character 22p1j contains the pair of characters 825,, and 770/, common 
to 21,” and 55,u. Removing them we have a single irreducible H-character 
left, of degree 1925, called 19251, .
1925,; = 22jbzt1 - 2211 - 825!, - 770/, 
.“‘, 154,,, + 210,, + 231,,,’ + 280, + 280, + 2(385,,,). 
(3.23) 
From (3.16), (3.19) and (3.23), we obtain 
+ 22h + 77, - 19251, (3.24) 
222’ - 2(22/J - 77h “’ 2(21,, + 5& + 210,,,) i- 99,,, 
+ 4(154,,,) + 231,,, + 385,,, . (3.25) 
The two characters 8251, and 770h in (3.15) that contain 21,, and 55,, 
split off in (3.24) leaving 2( 154,) in M. This yields a character of degree 308 
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which turns out to be irreducible in II’, brat splits into two characters 154, 
and 154, of FZ that agree in 1f. 
154, -; 154, 22,,(175;, ~~~ 77,,) ~- 77,, ~~ 1925,, (3.25) 
221,“’ ~~ 22,,( I ;, 1 77,,), 
154L ,?’ 154, .” 154,,, h .II-dasses of II. (3.26) 
4. BLows 0F DEFEC~~ I 
We now apply the Brauer theory of p-blocks of defect 1 to obtain additional 
“pd 1”-characters for the primes p -: 3, 5, 7, I 1. Each such block in I-I (or .I?) 
gives rise to a pair of blocks of H’ (or M’), obtained one from the other by 
multiplying by the alternating character l?,’ (or I,,,‘). We determine later, 
but indicate now by primes, which characters in a block are negative for the 
involution class C,‘. 
First, for p = 3, the “3dl”-chain for JZ is 
21,,)’ - 231, + 210, = 0 in 3-regular classes of M’, 
21,,’ z -231, -= 210,,, in 3-singular classes of M’. 
(4. I) 
The corresponding chain in H contains the two characters 2311, and 825,, , 
found in 21TILH, whose degrees are each -6 (mod 9). The middle character 
of the chain is a new character 1056?, which we list between 231,t and 825, 
for easy checking. \Ve have 
231,’ - 1056n +- 825, = 0 in 3-regular classes of H’, 
231,,’ = --1056?, = 825/, in 3-singular classes of H’. 
(4.2) 
This relation serves to determine 825?( from 2311,’ in 3-singular non-JZ 
classes of H’, and thus to calculate 770, and 1925,‘ from (3.16) and (3.17) 
in those classes. The decomposition of 1056, in M is found to be 
1056/, 2 2(231,,) + 55,, $- 154,, T 385,,, (4.3) 
Thus 1056?, is a constituent of 55,H, in which 77,, and the characters X25h , 
770,, , and 1925h of (3.15) have already been found. From (3.4), (3.10), and 
(3.11) we obtain 
77y -- 22!:“- 221, -- 1056?, ~ 825,, = 847, 
-“’ 2(55,,, + 997n) $- 154,, -I- 385,,,, . (4.4) 
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This reducible character 847, must have just two components, since it lies 
in 55,,LH, and each must contain 55,, and 99,,, . Since 539 = 7’.11 is not a 
factor of OH, the two characters have degrees 693 and 154. 
693!, " 55,,, +- 99,,, - 154,, +- 385,,, , (4.5) 
1541, “I 55,,, + 99,,, . (4.6) 
Lye note the decompositions in II: 
771:' - 22!,"' = 22,, + 1056?,, -I- 825, $ 693?, f 154?(, (4.7) 
55,,," --= 77,! + 10561, + 825?! + 770h + 1925h + 693h + 154],. (4.8) 
1L.e also split 22,L ‘: 154,, in AZ and combine the pieces, which include three 
55,,,‘s, to obtain the check formula 
22,, x 154,L r~= 770,, + 1925?, + 693,, . 
S’ert, for p == 5, the Srtl-chain for II8 is found to be 
(4.9) 
I,,, - 99,,, +- 231 )11 - 154,,,’ t 21 111’ = 0 in 5-regular classes 
’ (4.10) 
1 ,,1 == -99,,, = 231,, == - 154,,,’ = 21,’ in 5-singular classes. 
Since 55,,,” is a sum of 5-indecomposable characters of H which contains just 
two 5(/l-characters 825,L and 1925/, , these two yield an indecomposable 
character of H. Besides these and the characters 175* and 1925,:) the 50’1 -block 
of H contains a new fifth character of degree 175 L 1925 f- 1925 ~~ 825 =m~ 
3200. The 5dl -chain for H is 
175,, - 825/, -I-- 1925,, - 3200,( -+ 1925, = 0 in 5-regular classes, 
175], ~~ -82jI, = 1925/, = -3200, = 19251,. in 5-singular classes. 
(4.11) 
This is later seen to be a 5dl-chain for H’ also. In hf, we decompose ~~~ol, 
as follows: 
3200/, -"1 99,,, + 154,,, $- 210,, + 2(231,, +280,, + 280,) + 3(385,,). (4.12) 
This character is the fifth of seven H-characters in 99,H. Wc calculate 
in ;II. 
99,,Lft - 770,, - 1925,, - 32001, - 693h -- 154,, 
z 3158, s 45,, + 45,,, -+ 45, + 154,, +- 210,,, -t- 231,, 
+ 2(99, + 280,, + 280,) f 3(385,,). (4.13) 
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This reducible character 3158, splits into exactly two irreducible II- 
characters, each containing 99,, . They are real of different even degrees, 
since 3158 is not the sum of two odd divisors of “IT. Since 3 158 - 1 (mod 77) 
the degrees have remainders 0 or I both (mod 7) and (mod 1 I), so the 
remainders (mod 154) are either 0 and 78 or 22 and 56. The only solution 
with summands dividing “II is 
3158, = 1408,, + 17501,. (4.14) 
The H-character which contains 99,, + 45,, + 45, has degree divisible 
by 7, so it is 1750), . It is an indecomposable (mod 5) since 5” divides 1750. 
It is also a constituent of 45,,,M which is a sum of 5-indecomposables of H 
of degree 4500, whose decomposition in M is 
45 ,,i. H ” 2(45,, -,- 45,) t- 99,, -1 210,,, $- 231171 + 4(280,, + 280, -I- 385,,,) 
(4.15) 
provided that the 7-classes of M fuse in H. Otherwise a third 45,, replaces 
one 45,, in (4.15). Subtracting 1 7501, from 45,,,H we obtain a 5-indecomposable 
character 27501, which is irreducible if the 7-classes of M fuse in H, or 
which splits into two characters with complex values on the two 7-classes 
otherwise. 
To settle this question WC examine the 7-blocks of M and H. For dP the 
7-chain is 
l,,, - 55, + 99,, - 45,,, = 0 in 7-regular classes (4.16) 
The 7dl-characters in 17,:1 are 1, and 22?, , in 55,,,” are 825/, and 1056,, , 
and in 99,H are 32001, and 140&, . This requires that the remaining 7dl- 
character have degree 
1 -+ 22 - 825 - 1056 + 3200 + 1408 2750. (4.17) 
Hence the degree is not 1375, and the 7-classes of ill fuse in N. From the 
7-indecomposable 21,, we see that 22?, + 825,, is a 7-indecomposable of H. 
Similar reasoning gives the 7-chain for II and H’: 
II, - 1056/! + 3200/, - 2750/, + 140&, - 825,, -t 22,! :~ 0 
in 7-regular classes. (4.18) 
This detcrmincs the difference 2750,, - 1405, , which equals the difference 
45,,,N - 3 158,. , but does not separate out the character 1 7501, 
For additional information we consider the lldl-blocks of JZ and 11. 
In :I/, \vc ha\-e 
Here the conjugate characters 280,,, and 280, are equal (mod 11) and their 
sum 280,,, -)- 280, joins with each of the characters 210,,, , 45,,, , and 45,, to 
form 1 1 -indecomposables of degrees 770 and 605 in 31. 
Hence in (4.19) each of the characters 45,, and 45,, in the indecomposablc 
27501, of E-I brings with it a pair 280,,, -/~ 280,L , and if 210,, is not in 1750,, , 
it brings to both 1 I-indecomposables 1408,, and 2750h of II the I I -inde- 
composable (210,,, -+ 280,,, -1. 280,) of M. The character 1408,, must bc 
divisible by 2’ on the class C, of 3.5”.7.1 1 involutions that lie in the center 
of a Sylow 2-group. Hence it is 0 for C, . Since 99,,, + 154,,, = 13, 385,,, I 
and (210,,, mi- 280,,, 4 280,,) =m - 14 on class C, , wc obtain the folio\* ing 
decompositions: 
45,,,” ~= 2750,, + 1750,, , (4.20) 
1408,, t’ 99,,, ~~ 154,,, 210,,, $- 280,,, + 280, f 385,,, , 
17501, “I 45,,, i- 45,, 99,,, T 231, ~- 280,,, ~1 280,z i- 2(385,,,), (4.21) 
2750,, ‘A’ 45,,, + 4jrt ; 210,,, -i 3(280,,, -; 280,) + 2(385,,,). 
‘I‘o dcterminc the 11 d 1 -block of ffI, we first compute the product 22,, I 54j 
and split it in 211. 
22, ‘\ 154, “! 21,,, -1 55,,, +~ 99,,, i 4(154,,,) -i- 2(210,,, -~ 231,,,) 
-f 280,,, -t- 280, ~1 3(385,,,). (4.22) 
Since 22,, :: 175,, contains 1 54i it follows that 22,, x 154i contains I7$, , 
and we deduct 21,,, + 154,,, to obtain a reducible character of degree 3213. 
The only irreducible I3-characters whose restrictions to AI contain botli 99,,, 
and 154,,, , but not 2 1 ,,I , are 3200,, , 1408,, and 693/, . Since 3213-3200 is too 
small we reject 3200. If 1408,1 is in 3213,. , then there must also be a component 
of 55,,,” that contains neither 21 T,, nor 99,,, . This must be 1056,, . The 
remaining character of degree 749 contains 154,,, , 210,, , and 3X5,,, , biit no 
two oE these have a sum that divides OH; so WC reject 1408, . If 693, is 
extracted, the remaining character is of degree 2520. 
22,, : 154j ~ 22,, :: 154, 1751, -r 693,, i- 25201, (4.23) 
2520, ‘I 2(154,,, ZIO,,, 23l,,, + 385,,,) $ 280,,, -(- 280,, . (4.24) 
The degree of this character div-idea “II and is congruent to I (mod 11 j. 
Either it is irreducible or it splits into two conjugate characters of degree 1260. 
So far WC have found the 1 Id I-characters 1 Ir , l75,! , 1750,, , 3200,, , and 
possiblv 2520,( or 1260, . 1260, Since 22J, :Y: 22], contains l,, -L 17S1, and 
22,, ._ 154, contains 175[, ;- SO,, , the I ldl-chain for I1 is 
1 ,I l75,, -~ 2520,, ~ 3200,, -1 1750,, 896:, _ 0 in I 1 -regular classes. 
(4.25) 
It is not possible to replace X20,, by 1260, since the degrees of the modular 
irreducibles would then be I, 174, 1086, 21 14 and -~ 364, and a negative 
degree is not possible. Hence 2520,, is irreducible in I/, and there is a pair 
of conlugate characters 896, and 896j which agree for 1 I-regular classes, 
but assume complex values (--1 ( i\/ii)‘2 . m the two I l-singular classes. 
Since the 7tll -block and the I I tf l-block have been completed, all remaining 
irreducible II-characters ha\c degrees divisible by 77, and they vanish in 
classes C, , C:, , and C, . In class C, of 5-elements, the sum of squares of 
characters, 24, lacks I from the centralizer order ‘IL’,,,” 25, so a missing 
character has the value I. The scalar product with the identity class 
determines the degree to lx 1386. It is not in the representation of II induced 
h!, ,my character of .lI of degree less than 154, so it contains 23 I ),) , and 385,,, . 
(‘omplction of the inducing table requires 
1386,, ?' 210,,, 23 1 ,,, 280,,, ~- 280, --f 385,,, (4.26) 
A cheek shows that the sum of squares of degrees is 'H, so all characters arc 
accounted for. 
The value of 
c, = & 2 XQ’) x &x(y ‘iv,” (5.1) 
WC i 
was shown by Frobenius to be I, 0, or -~-I according as the irreducible 
character xi belongs to a real representation, a representation with complex 
character, or a “symplectic type” representation which has real character 
of even degree but is not similar to any real representation. Here tt denotes 
the number of square roots in G of an element g, of class C, , and is 
computable by the formula 
Proof. We count the number of solutions x, y c G, Y ~,I 1 of the equiv- 
alent equations 
(ql)” == .x3, (5.4) 
,y 1Ji.y := f! 1. (5s) 
In (5.4) there are “GFJ\ t ’ G choices for x2 in class C, , and for each x9 there 
are <, values of x and & -- 1 values of y -/: I. In (5.5) there are r - 1 choices 
for the class C, offs, and then oG/“N,G choices for 3’ and ‘.V,(; choices for s. 
%‘e equate the two counts and divide by “G to get (5.3). 
6. CIL4RACTER 1-.4LUES FOR THE SOS-:I[-C’LASSES OF kl 
Since I-f has 24 irreducible characters, it has 24 conjugacp classes, of 
which 1 1 are M-classes, six more contain eiemcnts whose squares are in 
aII =-: .v,, * The subgroup d9 has the two pairs of conjugate complex 
characters 45,,, , 45,, and 280,,1 ,250,~ , but has no irreducible symplcctic 
characters. A character of a group N induced from a real character of a 
subgroup drl can contain irreducible symplectic components only with even 
multiplicity. Thus from the induce-restrict table from 11 to i1 we see that 
the only candidate for a symplectic character of H is 2.520?, . The characters 
896 and 896, are conjugate complex, and the pairs 770( , 770, and 154, , 154, 
are either real or complex. All other irreducible characters of II are of real 
type. 
The centrahzer orders “L\‘~.” for h -= 2, 3,4, 5 are the odd numbers 1 I, I 1, 
7, and 25, so each element in these classes has exactly one square root (an 
element of odd order) and &. = 1. The character sums for these classes are 
1 if the two complex characters 8961 and 896j for which ci - : 0 are omitted. 
IIencc ci must be I for each of the three characters 2520t, , t54i , and 154, . 
These belong to real representations. In class C,, there are 256’16 -A= 16 
elements of order 8 whose squares are a fixed element of C, , so is 1,;: 16. 
Here the character sum is only 12 if the two -2’s in characters 770, and 770, 
are counted, but it is 16 if they are omitted. Hence these characters are a 
conjugate complex pair with ci = 0. All characters except 770, , 770, , X96i , 
and 896, are of real type with ci = I. 
Let l/6’ of the square roots of an element of class C, lie in M-classes of II, 
and {I ~2 [,, - i,;’ in non-M-classes of II. Xoting that the squares of elements 
1 1. 345 6 7 8 9 IO II 
II00 S! II II 7 25 360 24 7680 256 64 I6 
I ! 55(385) I I I I 26 2 I52 I6 8 0 
I ~’ 15(385) I I I I I6 0 IS0 I6 0 0 
40(385) 0 00 0 IO 7 2 0 x 0 
I ,‘2880 0 0 0 0 I:36 I,‘12 l,1384O 0 I;8 0 
(6.1) 
‘I’hus there are non-iii-classes of elements of orders 2, 6, 12, 4, and 8 
wh~~se squares arc in X-classes. The elements of order 2 and 4 hale centralizer 
orders di\;isible by 5, as do the elements of order 3 in class C, . Hence there 
are elcmcnts of order 5 not in class c’, (where “IVgIf 25) that CoIllIlllltC 
\vith elements of orders 2, or 4, or 3 producing product elements of orders 
IO, 20, and 15, respectively. One such class contains the center clcments of a 
Sylo~ j-subgroup, and for this class 5” divides ‘AYi:‘C. 
\Ve form the sums C’ and C” of 1 I~,Y) H over the AI-classes and non-X- 
classes with squares in Al, respectively, and subtract from 1 to find the sumz”’ 
over the remaining “type 3” classes. 
1’ (1 )I ‘:lTA”) = 16’ 125 1 3 8 3 256 (for Ill-classes), (6.2) 
C” (I ‘^lY,;“) = 12 880 -pi I’36 4 1112 7 I;3840 im 1 8, (6.3) 
c”‘(l,‘-S,,“) 1 500 ~~ 1’300 -in 4 15. (6.4) 
Since the permutation character IOO,, II, :- 22,, i 77,, vanishes in the 
non-.lI-classes of If, many characters can be expressed in terms of the value 
of 23,, \Vc record a few relations for easy rcfercncc: 
175: -= 2,%i 1 1 I, - 77,, -231!, - 22,, x 771, (mod loo,), 
825,, 770n = 221, x 77h t I,, - loo,, , 
(6.5) 
1925,< 770,, -= 77j!“l - 231 f~ , 
[.)91 1925,; := 22,!-- - 22, x 77,! 1. 771, > 
770, 770, _ 22jq 
154, 154, -= 22y - 22,j x 77,, -- 22,, . 
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In addition, we recall the relations (4.9) and (4.23), and note that 
221, ,c 154, = 22,i x 154, ; so the characters 154, and 154, can differ only 
in classes for which 22, :- 0. Similarly, the characters 770, and 7703 can 
differ only in classes for which 77,, ::= 0, since 77?{ :< 770i = 77,, x 770, . 
From (4.20) we also obtain 
2750!, -/- 1750,, := 0 in 1ton-~1~-classcs. (6.6) 
The non-X-ciasses of 11 may be described as follows: 
c,, U?ld Cl, . Let class C,, contain elements of order 8 whose squares arc 
in Cr,, . ‘Ikxe are of type 2 . 4 . 8% in 221, or i-i2 4W in 77, . Such elements 
form tither a single class with ‘i\rs -- ‘x - S or two classes with “AT15 7: “Nr: ::.’ 16. 
In either case, the character values for the eight characters of odd degree are 
f- I and the ret are 0 or &2. If 22,, ---: 0, the relations (6.5) and (4.9) deter- 
mine the odd values in order to hc (1. -- 1, 1, -1, 1, I, .- 1, -1). We check 
that [,, -= 0. and check orthogonality with all the ;V-classes. If there arc two 
classes of such 8-elements, the remaining nonzero J& must be 2 and -2 in 
two characters of the same degree which are equal for all X-classes. These 
must be the characters 154, and 154, , and we verify later they cannot vanish 
on the classes, since thq are equal in all claws for which 22,, 7~~. 0. 
(‘11. Since “:VGH --_ 360 is divisible by 5, the 3-elements in class 6 
commute with elements of order 5 not in Cs to form products of order 15 
forming class C,, . Since x& = x0’ (mod 5) we take least residues (mod 5) 
of y& and find that 15 values are & 1 and the rest 0. The sum of squares is 
“A-:: i 5, and scalar products with the 13 known rows of the table vanish. 
Type synbols are l-13 . 5 15 and 3-15 15”. 
Cl3 . This class contains elements of order 5 that are cubes of elements 
of order 15 in C,, . Since xij x-- & (mod 3) and xl, :-: xii (mod S), the 
character values are determined (mod 15). If we take least residues, the sum 
of squares gives “-2;: : 300, which is a multiple of 75 as it should be. 
Scalar products with the known classes vanish. Type symbois are l”5” and 
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r:,,; . Since &3 = 16, there are 15 elements of order ten whose squares 
are a fisccl element of C,, . Since 15/300 = l/20, these eiements account 
for l/20 of the elements of H. Since the 15-elements in C,, do not commute 
with involutions in II to produce elements of order 30, Nr: does not contain 
clcrnents of order 30, so “N,$ is not divisible by 3. It divides 300/3, but is at 
least 20. Since xl6 -r xi5 (mod 2) there are 12 odd values of xi0 . If we tq 
77,, : - 1 and 22/, -= 0, we obtain values whose scalar product with C1, 
does not vanish. If 77], = 1, then 22,{ = -2, and the values obtained satisfy 
Xl6 -- & (mod 4). Scalar products check out, and &, = 0. Type symbols 
arc I- ‘2210” and 1 . 2-“]@3. 
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Cl7 The fifth powers of elements in (‘r6 are inwlutions not itr C, , 
since ,yiti ii xx’ (mod 5). These must be the missing involutions not in 
M-classes, and wc expect that ‘-‘I’: -= 2880. Lising the two congruences 
Xii xi6 (mod 5) and ~4~ ,yr’ (mod 4), we ma\’ determine the characters 
(mod 20), but least residues do not produce a sum of squares of 2880. ‘The 
values must be divisible by 16 for the characters 3200,, , 1408,, , 896i and 896j 
whose degrees are divisible by 128. These conditions together with formulas 
(6.5) and others do determine the characters. and scalar products check. 
T\pc symbols arc 1 ?212 and 1 2yH. 
Cl, . ‘I’hc involutions in C’r7 commute with elements of order 3 in C,; 
to form products of order 6 in C,, whose squares are in C, . M’hen WC solve 
the congruences ~4s ~4~ (mod 3) and xi, = xsi (mod 2) taking least 
residues (mod 6), we obtain the square sum “;LTl~ = 36, as expcctcd. Scalar 
products check out, and <rs 0. ‘Type symbols are 1 m22”63 and I 2W’. 
C,, For class C,, we assign the elements of order 12 whose squares are 
in Cyi . Since <, = 2, we get ‘-LVl’ij :-: 12. Since just twelve x71 are odd, the 
corresponding x& are :L 1, and the rest are 0. Since 22,, 0, v-e have 
77), =. -~ I. Most of the signs of the odd values xiy are determined I~!- the 
relations (6.5), and the rest by orthogonality. Type symbols arc 3 ‘4 6”12 
and 1~ r2 3’4 6(12):. 
c,,, , (‘*, , C,, , and C,, . C‘ubes of the elements of C,, are elements of 
order 4 in C,, , whose squares are in C, . As shown above, “I?;‘3840 elements 
in non-M-classes have their squares in C, At least one class of these must 
have a centralizer order divisible bv 5, so there must be elements of order 20 
in non-N-classes. Their squares of order 10 account for another class. There 
must be elements of order 5 not yet listed that lie in the centralizer of a Sylow 
5-subgroup and for which 53 divides the centralizer order. Also the compler 
characters 770( and 770, must differ on a pair of inverse classes having 
elements of the same order. These must be two classes of elements of order 
20, which we call C,, and C,, Class C,, contains their squares, \vhich are of 
order 10, and whose 5th powers lie in C, Since xi3 6= xx/ (mod 5) w-e take 
the least I-csiducs (mod 5) of the values xi:, as a first guess for characters of 
C,, The sum of squares is 20. This is the smallest possible value for J\‘,~~ 
for iz ~:- 21, 22, 23. Since 4 . 53 divides “-V$, its smallest possible value is 
500. For these values the sum x 1 /‘i\‘,;” checks out to I. Hence these till:iGff 
cannot he larger. The characters of C,, arc determined by congruence (mod 5) 
with C’, . Now the characters in classes C’.,r and C,, differ only for 770, and 
770,, where they are complex numbers 0 and 0. Since 200 = 30;2, we have 
08 :- 5. Since B is a complex sum of 770 twentieth roots of unity, 8 !- 5’%. 
The congruence ,yf, -+ x.$r (mod 2) shows that ~a, :- $1, esccpt for the 
values 0 and 0 just described. LIn orthogonality check shows that all non-zero 
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values of 3200, and 140B3, have been found, so these characters vanish in the 
last sis classes. Then the modular theory shows that for the last four classes, 
all j-singular, the characters 175h , 825JL , 1925A and 1925/, in the defect I 
block with 3200/, vanish, and also characters 2750,L and 1750,, of defect 0 
all vanish. This information, with relations (6.5) and the fact that & = 0, 
determines the characters for CZ1 and C,, . We next determine the characters 
for C,,, (mod 30) by observing x & = xis (mod 3), x&, .:: xx” (mod 2) and 
x;, xii (mod 5). Since 2s divides OLVE = 3840, and 29 I “II, it follows that 
2”(m-i divides xi0 if 2”’ divides the degree x1?. Hence the characters in CZo for 
3200,, , 1408,, , 896, and 896, are divisible by 26 and must vanish, while 16 
divides 1056/, and 4 divides 2520,, in C’s,, . These are uniquely determined. 
Relations (6.5) can be used to resolve the few uncertainties among the 
remaining characters. Check that 5,” = 0. Type symbols for C,, and (,‘ZZ arc 
Ill24 ‘5 ‘10 20 and 12mm14 5 . 10 203. Classes C,, , C,, , C;, ~ and C’ZA 
all contain powers of elements from C,, . 
C,, This final class of H contains the elements of the center of a Sylow 
5-subgroup of H, which are squares of elements in C.,,, The congruences 
XL xi, (mod 4) (except in 770( , 770,) and XL, -s x1$ (mod 5) determine 
the character values for C,, (mod 20). If least residues are used, the sum of 
squares is found to bc 460 instead of 500, and <Y-1 mm 6 instead of 26. I1\ 
changing the value of 1386,, from -9 to 11, the right values arc obtained. 
Formulas (6.5) are verified, and the completed table satisfies the orthogonality 
conditions. Thus the character table of I1 was calculated using verv little 
knowledge about the group. 
The automorphism group H’ of the Higman-Sims group M is a 
group of order 2200 8! which contains H as a subgroup of index 2, 
and has a permutation representation with character 100, =- l,L + 22,, + 
77,, on the cosets of a subgroup AI’ which is the automorphism group of 
1f -= -11,, . Using only this specific information about E-I’, we compute its 
characters. 
Each of the first eighteen characters cl, of II induces a pair of associated 
characters d, and d,“ of H’ of the same degree. The alternating character 
lh’ is negative on the non-li-classes C,’ of II’, and WC set &’ -= d), \/ II,‘, 
where the first nonzero value of ct, - & is positive. Thus (I,, > 0 on the 
class of involutions C,‘. To determine whether or not the pairs of characters 
154, and 154j , 770( and 770, , 896, and 896, fuse or not in H’, and whether 
the fused representation is of real or symplectic type we examine the 
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differences if’ <F’ --~ cl” between the number of square roots in I!’ or II 
of an clement of class C, ~ and demand that this be nonncgatiw. Its 
value is 
<,’ ::: <,” j- (~1 - 2)(154i + 154,), ;m ~,(770, $ 77Oj), + ~,(896, -f 896,), 
(7.1) 
where c, ~=~= 1 for real fused characters, c, m-m - I for synplcctic fused 
characters, ci = 0 for complex unfused characters, but c1 2 if the real 
characters 154i and 1.54, of H each induce two real irreducible characters 
of If’. For t = 14, 18, 19 the inequalities 
<;, ~ I m; (cl - 2)2 + c,(O) i- r:,(2) 0, (7.2) 
g, = 0 -;- (Cl - 2)(-2) - C&2) -Al c:,(O) 0 (7.3) 
r;, =. 0 f (cl - 2)(--2) -I- C,(2) -I- c3(-. 4) <i’ 0 (7.4) 
imply that 2 ~ c, C% czl If H’ were the direct product of /I with an 
outside involution, no characters fuse and r2 ~~ 0. Otherwise, c, I and 
the three character pairs fuse into real characters 308,: , 1540,, and 1792,, 
sof H', respectively, which vanish on classes outside if. Besides these three 
self-associated characters, IT’ has IX pairs of associated characters, all real. 
Table 3 lists one character from each associated pair. 
The three pairs of characters of II which fuse in II’ difkr in II, rcspcc- 
tivell-, on classes C,, and C,, , Cdl and C’?: , (‘:! and Cn , so these pairs of 
H-classes fuse in II’, leaving 21 ff-chses in 11’. JVe seek the characters of 
the 18 classes of II’ not in FZ, denoted CI’ “. C;, . Of the first ten of these, 
all but C,’ are represented in -22’. Class CJ of Tf’ splits into two 7-classes (; 
and C,” of ;IZ’, and class C,’ of H’ splits into two 14-classes C,’ and <‘z of 41’. 
Each other class of ;\I’ is denoted by the symbol C,v’ for the class of Ii’ in 
which it lies. 
\Ve nest derive the ten centralizer orders “!V,<’ of the non-lr-classes (‘,<’ 
of III’ from the centralizer orders “:T( of the eight classes C, of ;I]’ in which 
the squares of C,<’ elements are found, and from the number 5,’ of square 
roots of an element of C, that lie in non-,lT-classes of JI’. The latter is found 
by subtracting from ct ~~ JT, ,yti (since c, 1) the ratios ‘h’,j L\-,. for ‘%I- 
classes C,$ with squares in C, . For the eight classes C, with cl’ ‘:. 0 WC list 
the values of iL’ and “A’ , Y the orders “n?,%’ of square roots VT,<‘, and the classes 
C,s’ and centralizer orders ‘:Vs for ~1,~‘. 
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(‘+ Cl c4 c;* c, c‘, c, c, c, 
(_ 
4r 1716 1 1 1 6 2 20 4 
xt 22 .8! 14 14 10 72 24 768 64 
??l,<’ 2 14 14 10 6 12 4 8 (7.5) 
C$’ C,‘, c;,, C,’ c; C, c, c‘,’ C5’, C,;’ C,’ 
-\T,q’ 2688, 640 14 14 10 12 12 96, 64 16 
The last line of the table is “Y,’ ~~~ A:\Vf,“[t’ in the six casts where this is an 
integer. In the other two cases, t : 1 and 8, 5,’ = x olV,jc’iV,T’ is a sum of two 
factors of “iVt , to be determined by conditions on the two values of ‘*VS’. 
Only one class of involutions, called C,‘, contains the 7th powers of 14- 
elements in C,’ or Ci , and no involutions commute with 1 l-elements. Only 
one class of involutions, called C;, , contains the 5th powws of IO-clcmcnts 
in C,‘. Hence il’ == 1716 is the sum of a multiple O;\:l/“;\;’ of 55 and a 
multiple “N1/‘:ViO of 77, and these can only be 330 and 1386. Thus 
‘;vl’ = 2688 and “12;;, :. 640. Similarly only one of the classes of 4-elements, 
say Cj’, contains cubes of 12-elements in C,‘. Hence 3 divides ‘;V;’ and 
‘:V8j’~Y6’ but not “;VT6’, so is{ 20 8 + 12, and 0;\-G’ == 96, ‘;VG’ ~= 64. 
Congruence relations (mod p) between the characters of an element and 
of its p-th power furnish much information about the irreducible characters 
in the non-:lZ-classes of lll’. First, a character is even or odd according as the 
known character of the square is cvcn or odd. Second, the small size of GLVq’ 
in classes C,‘, C’i , C3’, C,‘, C,’ and C,’ (namely 14, 14, 12, 12, 16, 10) forces 
all the even-valued characters to vanish. Thirdly, since C,’ contains the 7th 
powers of elements of Cz’, and the cubes of elements in C,‘, and has its 
squares in C, , the character values in C,’ must be odd multiples of 7 for 
2]1,1 , 23 1 1,1 and 385,,, multiples of 14 for 1.54,,, and 210,,, , and are not 
divisible by 7 for 45,,, , 45, , 55,,, , 99,,, . They must bc multiples of 3 for 
degrees 45, 99, 385, and 560, but not for the rest. For 55,,, and 99,,, the!; are 
congruent to *l (mod 14) and for 45,,, and 4.5, they arc congruent to .-:3 
(mod 14). ‘The least possible values of the ten characters (I’,,, \vith positive 
values on C,’ are as follows: 
C’haracter: I ,,s 21 ,,i 45,,, 457, 55,,, 99,,, 154,,, 210,,, 23 1 j,/ 385,,, 
\7alue on C,‘: 1, 7, 3, 3, 13, 15, 14, 14, 7, 21. 
(7.6) 
Since the sum of squares is 1344 = “:\‘1’/2, these are the exact values. ‘Their 
negatives are the values of the associated characters d,,,’ Lvhich are not 
tabulated. The self associated character 560,,, which vanishes is also omitted. 
The characters 45,,, and 45,, have irrational values c and c on C,’ ancl C’i , 
where c ~~~ (- 1 j- i d7)/2 is the sum of three seventh roots of unity The 
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remaining rational values on C,’ are obtained by congruence (mod 7) with 
C,’ and (mod 2) with C, . (We omit class (Ii in listing characters of 111’ 
below, since it is inverse to C,’ and fuses with C,’ in II’). Likewise the 
character values of C:,’ are obtained by congruence (mod 3) with C::’ and 
(mod 2) with C, 
(‘2’: I 0 c c ~~ 1 1 0 0 00 
CL{ : 1100 I 0 --I -I 1 0. (7.7) 
In both cases we double the sum of squared absolute values to obtain the 
centralizer orders ‘I\~~’ 7-m 14 or 12. Since C,’ is 7-singular and C,’ is 3- 
singular, we can now determine the 7d I - and 3d 1 -blocks of ;l’ from those 
of AZ. Thus we have 
I,,, ~~~ 5% 7.- 99,, - 45,,, 0 in 7-regular classes, (7.8) 
21 ,,,I - 23l,, -t 2lO,, ~~ 0 in 3-regular classes, (7.9) 
21,,,’ z --23l,,, 210,,, in 3-regular classes. 
Kate that 2 I,,’ == --2 I ),, outside AZ. The product of each of these p-blocks 
by the alternating character gives an associated p-block of 111’. 
For the class C,’ of 4-elements that are cubes of 12-elements in C,‘, the 
values must be &3 on the character 45,,, , 45,, , 99,,, , and 385,,, of odd degree 
which vanish on C,‘. The squares of the other six nonzero d,,,-characters sum 
to 961’2 ~~- 4(3”) := 12, so the values arc -:I2 for even degrees 154 and 210, 
and -::I for the rest. Characters of involutions in C;, are congruent (mod 2) 
to their degrees and (mod 5) to the characters of IO-elements in C,‘. Hence 
they are +5 for degrees 45, 55, 385, the!; are 14 or &6 for l54,,, , and + I, 
2-9 or i; 11 for degrees 21, 99, 231. The values +9 or xl 1 for 21 )li would 
imply the values (92 ~ 21);‘2 :m= 20 or 50 for 210,,, ~~: 21jt”l, which are too 
big. Hence 21,,, is Al and 210,,, is (la ~~ 21)/2 =: -10 on C;,, . The sum of 
squares in C;, for 99,,, , 154,,, , and 231 ,,L is 64012 -- I a ~ I ’ - 4(5”) .~-- IO’ -z- 
118, so the three remaining squares are I a, 6*, 9’. From the 3d I -block relation 
(7.9) WC find that 21,,, -~ 1 and 23 I ,?, ~~ 9 on C;, , so 99,,,2 ~~ 1. From 
the 7dl-block relation (7.8) we get 99,, .- ~~ 1 on C;, . The scalar product 
of C,’ and C’;, now forces 154,,, to be 6, and determines the signs of the 
values, _5. The character values in C,’ are the least residues (mod 5) of 
those in C;, . Thus for C,’ and C;, we have 
Character: I,,, 21,,, 45,, 45,,, 55, 99,, 154,~ 210,~ 231,~~ 395,,, 
\-alue on C,‘: l-l 0 0 0 -1 1 0 1 0, (7.10) 
Value on C;,: I -1 -5 -5 5 -1 6 -10 -9 5. 
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The StJl-block relation is now seen to be 
1 ?,, - 99,,! T 231 1,, - 154,,’ + 2 I )((’ = 0 on Sregular classes. (7.1 I) 
The character 21 ))i can now be evaluated on all non-M-classes of :11’. 
It is 7 on C,‘, 0 on C,’ and Cl , and &I on all other classes except for the 
4-elements of Cs’, where it is an odd number x. Since the sum of 
(21,,,3 -- ll,i2),~~~l\Js’ vanishes over the C,‘, we have 
(7” - I)/2688 + 2(0 -- I)!14 + (x” - I);64 = 0. (7.12) 
Thus x =m 53. Omitting class Ci , and inserting an asterisk for class C8’ 
which is not in ,%I’, we have 
21,,, = (7,0, 1, 21, II, -13, 51, *, -1, -1). 
The scalar product with I,,, vanishes only if signs are such that 
21,,, L (7,0, I, ---I, -1, 3, I, *, -1, -1). 
The alternating Kronecker square of 21,,L is 
210,,, = (14,0, -1, 1, -2,2,0, *,o, -10). 
(7.13) 
(7.14) 
From the 3dl-relation (7.9) we obtain 
231,)) = (7, 0, I, -I, ~-- 1, - 1, - 1, *, 1, --9). (7.15) 
Since 2 I ,na ~~ 1 1,1 + 2 I 7)1 + 55,,, -I- 154,,, - 2 IO,,, , we have 
55 ,n + 154,,, = (27, - 1, 0, 0, 3, 3, -1, *, I) 1 I). (7.16) 
Previous results show that both 3’s split as 1 + 2. C’ongruences (mod 3) 
then split both O’s as 1 -- 1. Thus 
55,,t = (13, -1, I, 1, I, 1, -1, *,o, 5), 
154,,, (7.17) = (14,0, -1, --1,2,2,0, V, 
1,6). 
Now the 5dl -block relation (7. I 1) determines 
99,,, = (15, 1, o,o, 3, -I, -1, jr, --I, --I) 
and the 7dl-block relation (7.8) determines 
45,,, = (3, (c, e), 0, 0, 3, -1, I, *, 0, --5). 
(7.18) 
(7.19) 
(7.20) 
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Finally, since 21 ),i ,’ 45,,, - 385,,, 560,,, and 560,,, 0, \vc hart 
385m (21,0, 0, 0, ~ 3, -3, 1, f, 0, 5). 
‘l’his completes the character table of .I/’ in ‘I’ahle I. 
‘I’.AUI,I< I 
Charxters of the .~utomorpi~ism Group 31’ of AII,, 
orders 2vr h' 
I I,,, 21,,, 45,,, 45,, 55,,, W,,, 154,,, 210,,, 331,,, 385,,, 560,,, 22 .X! 
I1 I --I 1 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 --- I I1 
710ccl100000 14 
710 icl100000 l-1 
511000 1 IO 100 IO 
31 3 0 0 IO 13 3 2 2 12 
6 I ~1 0 0 I 0 I 1 I m-2 2 24 
2 5 m-3 -3 7 3 10 2 7 I m-16 168 
4111I 3 3 2-2 II 0 64 
4 I I I 1 -I I 2-~3 I I 0 32 
XI-I I I1 IO O-II 0 I6 
2 I 7 3 3 I3 15 14 I3 7 31 268X 
14 I 0 c i -I I 0 0 0 0 I4 
1410 i C~II 0 0 0 0. II 
6 I I 0 0 I 0 I-1 I 0 I? 
12 I -I 0 0 I 0 I I -I 0 I2 
4 1~~1 3 3 I 7 2 -2 I 3 96 
4 I 3 I-I I I 2 2 i--3 64 
XII I l-l IO o~-l I Ih 
101~1 0 0 0 I IO IO IO 
2 1 I m-5 --~5 5 I 6 IO 9 5 640 
The characters of N’ can now be c\:aluated on the nine classes of Ii’ 
represented in M but not in H. From (7.13) and (7.17) we find the value 
on these classes of 3(1,,,) + 2(21,,,) ~(- 55,,, , which is the restriction to AZ’ of 
the permutation character loo,> = I,, 22,, I- 77?, We then multiply by 
the centralizer orders ‘9,<’ in 112 found in (7.5) to obtain the centralizer 
orders “-Vf’ for II’, except that half the product is used for the fused class C,‘. 
\\:e dcscrihe each class by its cycle symbol for the character 22,, . 
II’ Class: i’,’ c’,’ C:,’ c’,’ c’,’ C,’ C,’ C!,’ C;,, , 
Class type: lx2’ 1.7’14 lz23t6” 4.6. 12 2”4’ 1-‘24* l”48’ 2 10” 2”, 
loo,, : 30 2 6 2 2 IO 4 1 6, 
Y’;‘: 80640 I4 72 24 192 640 64 10 3840. 
(7.21) 
The induce-restrict table (‘l’able 2) from di to II can be used as an 
induce-restrict table from .If’ to f-f’, if it is modified to show which of the 
two associated characters x,< or ,ye’ in Jz’ corresponds to xI1 in ~ll,?,~‘. If x,, occurs 
once’, \ve indicate a multiplicity 1; whereas if ,v,,’ occurs instead, we indicate I’. 
If xii appcws twice WC show 2, whereas if both xh and xIL’ occur WC S~OM. 2’, 
and if ,yi,’ occurs twice WA show 2”. 7’0 detcrrnine which is present, we 
esaminc the signs in the involution cIass C,‘. 
\\‘c define 22it to be I i,, ; 2 I 1,, in the JI’-classes of If’, and feadilv verify 
that a11 the irreducible components of the restriction to ,II’ of 22,,” have 
positive values on C,‘. Thus in the :\I’-classes of M’ we compute 
77, I/., ‘-21,,,-1 55 ,,,, 175,, --L ?I,,, + 154,,, ) 2311, x 21,,, + 210,,, . 
(7.22) 
‘i’hc composite characters 825,, $- 770,1 and 1925,1 -/- 770n defined by (3.16) 
and (3.17) have values 139 and 161, respectively, on class C,’ of II’, so in 
formulas (3. IS) the characters all must have positive values on C.‘i’% cscept 
that the pir 280,,, :- 280,, is fused into 560,,, which vanishes on C,‘. Hence 
x251, > 77% , and 192& are defined by (3.15) in ali JW’-classes of H’. However, 
the charncttr 1925,: in (3.23) has the value 9 ’ 8 . 713 ~ 8 - 139 = 21 in 
. < :Inc! is a sum of S-indccomposablcs when rcstrictcd to JI’. Ilcnce hv 
i; ; I), 154,,, goes with 23 I ,,!‘, and the decomposition of 1925,: in M’-classes 
must Iw 
1925,$ LzI 154,,, -’ 210jji -+ 231til’ -+ 560,,, -i- 385,, + 385,,,‘. (7.23) 
The character 105fjh in 11 was found in 14.2) to belong in a 3111 -block with 
231,, md 825,, ) whose values on C,’ are 21 and 69. Since ‘C’r’ ---_ I 100, and 
32 divides 1056, the character on C,’ is a multiple of 8, and cannot be 
21 -/ 69 = 90. Hence IO%,, z= 48 on C,’ and the 3&l-chain (4.2) links 
231,t’ lrith 1056?, in a 3-~ndeco~lposablc character. This determines 1056!, 
on the .tl’-classes. Its decomposition in 31’ is 
iOS$, ?!I 55,,, -1. IN,,, -/ 231,,, -~- 231,,,,’ + 3X5,,, . (7.24) 
Since the reducible character 693,, + 154?, of (4.4) has the value 91 on C,‘, 
a11 the components of its restriction to X are positive on C,‘, and formulas 
(4.5) and (4.6) give 693/, and 154?, without modification. Their values 63 and 
28 on Cl’ are checked by (4.9). 
Since 3200 and 1408 are both divisible by 2’, their character values on the 
class Cr’ of order 1100 are divisible by 2”. The values of the characters 
175,{ ) WI,, , 1925?, and 1 925n. on C,’ are 2 1, 69, 9 I, 2 I, respectively. The 
only c~)nl~~in~~tions f signs which give a positive sum divisible by 32 are 
342 
x 
- - ‘- - 
.-_. . 
.---. .-. 
+- .- .-r,- 
--. .- $1 ;;, 
* 
. .--- .-v 
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21 --- 69 L- 91 -I- 21 = 64 or -&21 -+ 69 -+ 91 1~ 21 160. The latter 
gives too large a value to the sum of squares for class C,’ and must be rejected. 
Hence 3200,, =. 64 on C,’ and the chain (4.11) is valid in all classes of II’. 
Howe\-er, the decomposition (4.12) in M must be modified for dd’. Since 
3200,, is a sum of 5-indecomposables in M’, we see by (7.11) that 99,,, goes 
with 2.11 )I, but 154,,* goes with 231,,,‘, so 
3200,, 99,,, -j- 154,, + 210,, +- 231,, + 231,,’ j- 2(560,,, + 385,,,) + 385,,,‘. 
(7.25) 
Since the vaIue of 1408,, given by (4.21) must be a multiple of 32 on class 
Cl’ where 99,,, , 154, , 210,, and 385,,, have values 15, 14, 14, 21, the only 
possible combination of signs is 15 + 14 -+ 14 + 21 = 64. Thus the value 
of 1408,, on C,’ is 64 and (4.21) g ives 1408,, for AU” classes of FI’. Then 
(4.13) makes 3158, = 134, (4.14) makes 1750,, = 70, and (4.20) makes 
2750,, --- 20 on Cl’. Formula (4.21) holds for the decomposition of 1750,, 
in .lI’, but the formula for 27.50,& must be modified bp changing one of the 
385,, to X5,,,'. 
‘f’hc sum of the squares of the values on If’ of those 16 computed characters 
is 8!; SO the characters 1386, and 2520, must vanish on C,‘. Hence in (,4.24) 
the pairs of characters of degree 154,2 IO, 23 I, and 385 must be replaced by 
pairs of associated characters whose sum vanishes on all d1’-classes of If’. 
Taking the sum of squares on the other eight LI1’-classes of H’, we find the 
magnitudes of the character values of 13X6,, , and then determine the signs 11) 
orthogonality. This completes the characters for the -If’-classes of FI’. 
8. CHARACTERS OF NON-iV'-CL.ASSES OF Ii' 
\Vc nest calculate the orders of centralizers of non-W-classes of fJ’ bv 
evaluating the number of square roots 5, :: z3i xti of an element in class c’, 
of H’ , subtracting the numbers in f-l-classes, and computing the numbers 
St’ and {,” that lie respectively in M’-ctasses and non-W-classes of I$ not 
represented in N. The nine non-Jl’-classes Ci have squares in seven classes 
c, : 
C’t c, c, (I,4 c;, c,, c,, c,, ,, 
kt 52 32 2 26 2 72 6 
il' 10 s 0 0 0 0 0 
K 16 8 1 10 2 72 4 
’ A‘, 720 512 30 600 40 5760 40 (5.1) 
.v, 6 8 30 10 20 4 20 
q: c;, , c;, C,' c;, c;, c;, cyfi c;, c;, 
A\r,q 48,720 64 30 60 20 80 20 20 
fn each case hcrc the ratio -Vi/{; is an integer, but for t mm 6 arid 23 this 
integer cannot lx “r\‘,< , since it is not a I~~uItip~~ of the order sy of an clement 
in the class. A splitting must occur for these two cilscs, but not for the otlxr 
five casc’s. Just one of the two classes of &elements with squaws in C‘, 
contains 5th powers of elements of order 30; so <i splits as 15 ~.~ 1 or IO 6. 
Since the cubes of elements in the other class C;, lie in C’;, . the intcgcr ‘:\‘il 
divides 3840 and cannot be 72. It is 48. Since 20 divides both ‘:Y;; :tnci .\-;, , 
and since the sum of their- rcciprucals is <~:l,“?;.?zi .: !,!lO, it follows &it both 
are 20. Thus the remaining centralizer orders for II’ arc given in tbc List line 
of (X.1). 
The class e;, was assigned tu O-elements whose cubes are involutiuns in 
C;, _ These must exist since S;,, -- 3840 is divisible by 3. ‘I’he ch:lracters 
in C’i1 arc congruent (mod 3) to the characters of their cubes in C’;,, and 
(mod 2) to the characters of their squares in t;i . \i’alues bettwen ---I? and 2 
which satisfy these conditions (mod 6) h ave square sum 48 equai to .\ ;, ; so 
thcsc values arc csact. 
1Kest \ve calculate the charactt:~ 22,, in all remaining classes. \\.c r~bscrve 
from (3.18), (3.19), and (3.25) that 
37 (231?, ~ I75,J -- 15401, .- 308?, -“‘h 
0 for non-Fi-classes of If’. (8.4 
Since the permutation character IOO,, vanishes on non-:ll’-clasws of fl’, 
WC have 
77 ii){ == - lit 22,# for- non-;Il’-classes, (8.3) 
175,J -i 231, 22,,” - I,, ~~ 77, 
-: X$(22,, /- I )!) for non-N’-classes. (X.4) 
If x denotes an clement of some nun-JI’-class of tLi ‘, then 
22/p’) 22\j”l(,y) - qq,y) 
(x.5) 
I 77,,(x) 175,1(.\) -.. 231,,(.~). 
Hence bv (8.3) WC have 
22&“) 7 12,(x) = 175),(S) - 231 +(.s)- (X.6) 
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In classes C;, , Cl; , and C;, the character 22?, is odd; so it cannot be 0. 
Hence Theorem 8.1 applies and their values of 22,L arc I, - 1, ~-1, 
respcctivcly. Since the 30-elements of C;, have their 5th povvers in C;, 
and their cubes in C;, , character 22?, cannot vanish on these classes and must 
hsvc values -4 and -2 by Theorem 8.1. In the class Ci, of 20-elcmcnts, 
v,.hcre -V,#r =~ 20, the character values have the same paritv as in the class 
L’l,i that contains the squares. Hence the odd values in C;, are I or -- I and 
the cvcn values all vanish. Thus 22,‘ is 0 in C;, and also in the class C;, of 
4-elements which are 5th powers of elements in C;, The one remaining 
value of 22,, for the S-elements in class C,’ is found to be -2 by. forming 
the scalar product of 22/, with Ii, . The character values of 22,, , the orders 
of clemcnts, and the class types for the nine H’ classes not rcprcscntecl in II 
or II are the following: (8.8) 
Class C,’ c;, c;, c;:, c;, c;, cy, (‘i7 (‘& 
Element order 8 6 6 30 10 20 4 20 20 
22,, --2 0 -4 i -2 0 0 ~~- } ~~~ } 
Class Type 1’48” 2’63 iJ346 35 15’1 125210 2. 20 2.4” 14-t . 5 20 
Knowing the character 22?, , 
225,“1, and 175), from (8.6) . 
we then compute 77?, from (8.3) 231?, from 
m all classes of (8.8). Then in 3-singular classes 
WC compute 825?, and 10561, from 23 I, by the 3dl-block relation (7.9), and 
in 5-singular classes we compute 825/, , 1925,, , 1925, , and 3200,, from 175/, 
by the Sdl-block relation (7.11). Since only classes Cs’ and C;, are neither 
3-singular nor j-singular, we easily find the value of 825{, on the classes of 
(8.8) 
82& = (1,2, -6, -1, ---I, I, l,O,O). 
Then 7701, , 1925?, and 1925,; are found for all classes from (6.5), 1056,, is 
determined in 3-regular classes by (7.9) and 3200[, is found in 5-regular 
classes from (7.11). 
In classes C;, and C;, the only remaining nonzero values are in characters 
of degree 1408 and 693. These are found by scalar products with C,’ characters 
to be - 1, 4 for 1408?, and 1, 1 for 693, . The scalar product of 32001, and 
1408/, involves -1j20 - 42/80 = -l/4 on classes C’;, and C’;, ; so :32001, 
and 140g1, must be equal on all other non-H-classes of H’. The character 
693,, is now determined by (4.9) an d is completely checked by scalar products 
with class C;, . 
Now scalar products with class C,’ determine the values of 2750,, . The 
vanishing of 45,,,H on non-&“-classes shows that 1750,, = -2750?, on these 
classes. Scalar products with classes C,’ and C,’ determine 154,, and check 
the calculations, and scalar products with C’,’ determine 1386h . 
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Orthogonality checks by classes show that 2520,, must vanish on all non-ll- 
classes of TI’ except the pair Cl7 and C;, . Here 2520,, assumes the irrational 
real values *2/Z?. 
This completes the character table of the automorphism group I-I’ of the 
Higman Sims simple group. 
9. PERMUTATION CHARACTERS AND SUBCR~UPS 
The character 176,, :~ I,, f- 175,, is found to be a non-negative integral 
character on FI satisfying all the obvinus requirements for a permutation 
character of Ii. However, it is negative on class C,’ of 12-elements of FI’. 
This suggests the existence of a subgroup G of index 176 in II, which would 
have index 352 in H’ with permutation character I,, + l,,’ -+ i7.5,, + 17S1,’ 
in II’, but no subgroup of index 176 in II’. As a further cheek, the nonzero 
values of 176, on classes C’,: divide the corresponding centralizer orders “A~,~H 
to product values of OLVIc” for a subgroup G of index 176 and order 252 000. 
Wc restrict the characters of II and split them to find the table of irreducible 
characters of G. These resemble the characters of the simple group 
U =z PSC,(S) of order 126,000 [2], and we look for a permutation character 
of if of degree 352. IV:e find two of these: 
1, A- 175,) -1. 22,, + 154, ( 
I,, + 1751, -/- 22,z + 154,. 
(9.1) 
These differ only in the classes C,, and C,, of elements of order 8; so it 
appears that 1f contains two nonconjugate subgroups each isomorphic with 
PSzi,(S). The induce-restrict table is easily found, since the characters of C; 
are known and those of H can be split in Cl. The supposed subgroup G of F-l 
contains the alternating group A, with index 100. Graham Higman [6] used 
this subgroup G, rather than Mz,, , in discovering independently a simple 
group later shown to be isomorphic to the simple group of D. G. Higman 
and C. C. Sims. 
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